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Lindenwood College, St. Charles·, Missouri, Tuesday, February 1, 1938.

[From~e Office of lhe Dean]
Dr. Gipson and her assistants have
been exceed;ngly busy completlnJ
arrangements for the second semester whlch starts at 8 o'clock Monday rrornlng, January 31. Many
students are changing courses, and
wish to arrange their schedule ln a
more satisfactory mannct·. As soon
as the second semester gets under
way the Dean, her assistants, faculty
members, and studC'nts will be l'C·
lleved of the strain and confusion of
the new semester pi·epurutlons.

Naming The Children
Old-F11sh ionecl Fnvot'iteR for Boys;
Newer Names For Girls.

During the past few years the
class of Child DevC'lopment, under
the direction of Miss T11cker, has
given considerable attention to the
topic of "Popular Names."
Each student has had her chance
to vote for five girls' nanws and
five boys' namC's which they like or
dislike.
In 1935 the most popular boys'
names appeared to be Jim, Jack and
Conrad. The most popu]a l' girls'
name chosen was Joanne. In 1936,
David and Rober t were among those
COLLEGE CALENDAR selected for boys, while with the
girls it was Caralyn, Mary, Mooneen,
'Wednesday, Februa ry 2:
Anne and Carol. The name Sandra
5 p.m., Athletic Association
was also a very popular n:- me dur6:45 p.m., Y.W.C.A.
ing this year. In 1938, Bob, J:>hn
Thursday, February 3:
and James were selected for the
11 a . m., Dr. Rollo W. Brown
boys; for the girls the name Helen
Saturday, February 5:
.
was outstanding.
8 p.m., Date Dance, Senlo1·s,
In looking over various statistics,
sponsors.
it was found thal one !ourth of all
Sunday, February G:
boys· names were either John,
6:30 p.m., Recital, Miss Gieselman James, Charles or George. For
and Miss Englehart.
girls; one in every four was round
Monday, February 7:
to be names of either Mary, Ann,
5 p.m., Beta Pl Theta
Margaret, E lizabeth 0.1· Kathryn.
7 p.m., Alpha Mu Mu
Given names are older than sur.
Tuesday, Februa ry 8:
names although now surnames are
5 p.m., German Club
more important; having received
\ Vednesday, February 9:
their recognHlon about the middle
5 p .m., Commercial Club
o! the fifteenth century.
6:45 p.m., Y.W.C.A.
During the close of lhc semester
Thursday, February 10:
one of the assignments was to make
11 a.m., Speech Recital.
an attractive full name for both a
5 p.m., Delta Phi Delta.
boy and a girl, using rules such ~s
7:30 p.m., Mu Phi Epsilon.
these; A name should be easy to
Friday, February 11:
pronounce, and pronounceable in on6:30 p.m., College Dinner-Dance ly one way. It should clearly indi(Valentine), Freshmen, sponsors.
cate its spelling by the sound, other.
Monday, February 14:
wise it may prove a lifelong nuis•
4:45 p.m., Valentine Tea-Music ance. Following Is the list of names
Sororities.
the girls in the class of '38 selected
Tuesday, February l !S:
as original names:
5 p.m., Student Recital
Robert Dale Miller and Barbara
Wednesday, February 16:
Ann Miller; Gordon Lane and Char11 a.m., John Mason Brown
lotte Ann Lane; John Paul Ford and
4:30 p.m., Little Theater Play
Peggy Lou Ford: Carter Webb and
6:45 p.m., Y.W.C.A.
Priscilla Jennings; Allan Norwood
Thursday, February 17 :
and Judy Norwood; Richard Gall
11 a.m., Musical Recital.
Bouman and Sarah Bouman; Peter
5 p.m., Triangle Club.
Warfield Devereaux a nd Dianne
6:30 p.m., League of Women Brooke; Carl Davis, and Carol
Voters.
Davis; George R. Elliott, and Maril\londay, Fehruary 21:
lou Jackson; Robert Melvin Lang.
5 p.m., Pi Gamma Mu
and Margaret Lang; Jerry Love, and
6:30 p.m., Spanish Club.
Sandra Lee Hart; Barbara La Belle
- - - - - - -- Barget, and William Janny Brown;
Willis Joel English, and Judith Anne
The Ground Hog Come3
English ; Charles A. St. John and
Out of Hole Tomorrow H arriet Boyd; David Rhodes a ncl
Carol Jean R hodes.
In parts of the United States the
second of February Is often popular ly called "ground-hog or wood•
Modern Art Exhibition
chuck day", alluding to the tradition
that on that day the animal comes
A second division of a series of
out of hjs hole, and If he casts a some modern art masterpieces is
shadow runs back, In which case a now on display In the corridor of the
return of wintry weather Is to be third floor in Roemer Hall.
expected.
Each of the works Is accompanied
Dr. Talbot has said of this: "I
don't think he does come out, but It's by a description in which the artist
tells what he or she has tried to
a nice story."
Hopes that the little animal convey, or what the picture means
doesn't see his shadow are high. to t hem; and the life of the artist.
We're ready for spring, spring Included in the display are oil, watclothes, parties, but most ot all with ercolor, pastel, and charcoal studies.
The pictures now being shown
the spring come heart throbs and
are: "The Nosegay'', oil, by Peggy
fraternity pins.

Thesis For Doctorate
Published By .. Dr. Be:z
Dr. Betz has recently had pub·
lished under the dh ectlon or Pl'O·
fessor Shafer of the Unlvers:ty of
Cincinnati, his Doctor of Philosophy
thesis, "Francis Osborn's Advice to
a Son". The thesis is concerning the
writer, Francis Osborn, whose works
were extremely popular In the seventeenth century but later sank into
Insignificance. Osborn's works are
likened to those of Chesterfield and
he is often called the seventeenth
century Chesterfield.
Dr. Bcti said oJ' Osborn, "On the
whole, I would say he is extremely
interesting because of what he lets
us know about the seventeenth century. We can see rcnected the important ideas of this period.'' The
thesis is a comparison of Osborn's
works with the other books of adv:ce
written and published In the Eli:cabethan Period.

Annual In Progress
The Annual board met Wednesday evening, Januury 19, a nd reports of the various committees
were given. Dean Gipson Is advisor
and gives much helpful advice.
Everything scl'ms to be shaping up
in fine style.
Over 300 Annuuls have been sold,
but the star! would like to stress the
suggestion that if you have not a lready bought an Annual and would
like to have one, please order imme.
diately. At the end or the year there
are always many girls who woulj
like to have one, but who did not
order it. Very few extra copies are
made. The cover of the Annual has
been selected, but IL Is a secret and
the editors are not telling what it
will be like. Anyway girls, order
your annuals if you have not already
done so- you're sure to want one.
The Literary editor is at work getting information to be put under the
pictures, and
the organizatlon
editor ls trying to get various organizations to hand in reports. Girls,
please cooperate.
Many snap shots have been turned
in, but there is always room for
more. Look through your rooms,
you are sure to have some good
snap shots which would look good
in the annual. Turn them in, there
is still time.
Please look at the Bulletin board
outside the Annual office to see
whether or not your name Is spelled
correctly. We all think that this is
going to be the best Annual that has
been put out, but the Annual board
needs the cooperation of the whole
student body.

$1.00 A Year

Mrs. Washburne Speaks
Interesting lruv(•ls to Norway

The gu<'st spt•llk<'r at vespers, Sunday night, January 16, at 6:30 o'clock
was Mrs. Hcluiz Chandler Washburne. Mrs. Washburnc is a well
known writer of children's stories.
The subject o! her talk was,
"Travels through Norway and other
Scandinavian Countries.''
Mrs. Washburne began her talk by
telling about lh<' boat on which she
crossed the ocean. lt was a Norwegian boat and all of the people
on the boat were Norwegian. All of
the dancing, music, and food were
Norwegian. 'T'h<' first night out
when Mrs. Washburnc entered the
dining salon, a very long table
decked with a 1C'mpting a rray of all
sorts of foods, caught her eye. There
were turkeys, hams, ehlckc-ns, ducks,
pork, bee! roasts, all sorts of sausages, many varlous salads of fruits,
fish, meats, and vegetables. Many
kinds of cheC'S<'s were also on the
table. After the people had partaken of all of these so-c.illecl appetizers, the regular courses were
brought in. These consisted of
meat, beans, vcgetablrs, salads, and
desserts. After the dessert there
was coffee and 1it1Jc cak('S.
When the bout arrived about 7
o'clock, one evening at the port, Mrs.
Washburne's two friC'nds, Tera and
Katrina, were waiting for her. They
live in a small, attractive Norwegian house in a small village. She
spent many delightful days and
hours visiting schools, country fairs.
old families, wild, beautiful country, and saw many beautiful sights.
Mrs. Washburne look a trip into
the country with her friends. They
were 10 days In preparation for the
trip. She described the beautiful
valleys covC'rcd with many kinds of
wild flowers. In some places one
could stand in one spot and pick
dozens of different kinds of wild
flowers. The awe-Inspiring snowcapped mountains surrounding, were
almost ovc1·-powering. Each valley
is like a different country In itself.
Each has its own costumes, dances,
artwork, food, and customs.
Mrs. Washburne was dressed In a
lovely outfit which was the weddlng
dress of a little baker woman In Norway. The sk!J·t was black and she
wore a white blouSC' and apron. On
the apron was a large piece of lace
set in. The vest was oI red a nd
black with a beaded design. A silver pin was at the neckline of the
dress. On her head was a tiny red
beaded cap which tied under the
chin.

and Odd Objects", oil, by Yasuo Kumiyoshi; "Central Park", water colBacon; "Flower Vendor", oil, by or, by George Grosz; and "Anna'',
Raphael Soyer; "Paris Cafe, Morn- characoal, by Frederico Lebrum.
The purpose of the exhibit, which
ing", oil, by Guy Pene DuBois;
"Stamford Harbor·•, oil, by Louis is brought here in the Interest of
Bouche; "Beach At Annlsquam", oil, the students by Dr. Gipson and Dr.
by William J. Glackens; "The Sen- Linneman, is to educate the minds
ate", oil, by William Gropper: in the sense of truly modern art.
"Landscape Near Chicago", oil, by giving others a chance to know these
Aaron Bohrod; "High Ya.lier", oil, paintings besides those who nr" in
by Reginald Marsh;
"Sunday, the art department. 'The collection
Women Drying Their H air'', oil, by is loaned by Living American Art,
John Sloan; "Japanese Toy Tiger Inc.
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By M. D.

Wednesday, January 19.-Get in
line, girls today and tomotTow are
registration days. I hope everybody
Published every other Tuesduy o.f the school year
w!H be satisfied with her second
S ubscription rate, ~1.00 per year
semester schedule (bu t I have my
doubts).
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Al Y. W. C. A. meeting tonight
A vis Saunders, '40
Dr. Gregg spoke very interestingly
on the history of St. Charles.
ADVERTISl NG MANAGER
Still more activity tonight. The orMary Louise MiUs, '38
chestra presented a most enjoyable
concert; the soloists were very good
EDITORIAL STAFF
also. Lindcnwood should be proud
Dorothy Ringer, '40
Dorothy Lawhon, '39
o! its talented musicians.
Betty Barney, '40
Marajane Francis, '39
T hursday, January 20. EveryMal'y Kern, '40
Marlon Daudt, '40
body tried to look her prettlest to•
day, .Cor more annual pictures were
:FEBRUARY I , l938.
taken. These forced smiles are cer•
The Linden Barie:
tainly a problem.
So, in a single night,
Saturday, January 22.- Not many
Fair February came,
dates tonight. Everybody was too
Bidding my lips to sing
busy preparing for finals.
Or whisper their surprise,
Tuesday, January 25. Right in
With all the joys of spl'lng
the midst of exams. Oh dear, won't
And morning in her eyes.
we a ll be happy when this week is
. . . . . Francis Brett Young
over.
Frlday, January 28. All the girls
were ready, willing, and able to go
Turn Over The Page; Make A N ew Start
some place or do something tonight;
We are about to begin a new day, a new start. A new semester, a at least, they were ready and willing,
new re.cord. This is a new opportunity to make good, a renewed vigor and even though some were not quite
enthusiasm Is needed lo do good. As we start the last semester of this year, able. This feeling of freedom is
we look over lhe past one and we find every hour or it Is full of experiences wonclcrful.
son:e pleasant and some otherwise. But all the same things which hav~
enriched our lives have made our college days much more Interestin g. As
JUST A-SNOOPIN'
you_ look b~ck, lhcre are days and perhaps hours thal you would like to
re-J1_ve and 11nprovc. In the coming yc•ar, why not profit by experience and
It seems as if this well•known
do a better Job of that particular thing when it presents Itself again?
Per~aps there arc mo~ents of pleasure derived from reading, writing or Tom has been peepln' Loo much on
~lking that catTled _with them an undeniable thrill. In this coming term the Inside. For instance, o.C course
give yourself more Ume for such enlightening and self-Improving moments. we know people are vain at times
Resolve to know each of the girls on the campus just a Jlltlc better. Stop, but wr didn't know they were vain
as you walk along, make the acquaintance of some girl whom you have met ("noug h to write that one about them•
bu.t per.haps never spoken a word lo as you passed her on the campus'. selves in last week's paper.
Jerry, don't be rash and Jose your
Tty, ~his semester to meet and ~now more about these strangers. As in•
ter~stmg as life on the campus 1s for you, by your own actions and re- temper. Better stick by the Doctor's
a~t101_1s lo prople and things, you cnn make it that much more interesting. prescription.
L1.fe 1s what you make it.
We bclieve a certain gh'l has a
with n!he second st•1;1ester can be just a replica of the first Lt you enter it new slant on life and a new theme
more enthusiasm than you are finishing the semester now llut if song. Could it be "I've Hitched My
you put your.best foot forward and do the sort o.f thing that will ~ake you Wagon to a Star"?
notit_ only moi c happy, but more content with your life and yourself the
Scemi:; as though some .funny
en re perspective wJJI be changed.
'
things went on at the dance SaturThe person who goes from day today with a grouch and a frown is day nighl. One very prominent
more apt to meet with difficultirs than the one who has a smile for every- junior from Sibley was under the
one and _.forget_s a~d sublimat("S his troubles when he is with others. For- inrluence of Dipsy Doodle or some•
getfuln1ess of self and though tfulness o[ others can help to make the day thing. Anyway, she couldn't promore p easant.
nounce even the simplest of names.
f thE~cryone has faults, yourself Included. Try to overlook the faults
We all worried a little when we
0
~ Cl s and lhlnl< more ~~ your own and perhaps things will run a bll saw that his girl was here from
0
Kansas City and he was at the date
;
~ em~m~t::ly. Be less criti~al of others and more critical of yourself, for
g
c _a very interest.mg person underneath. Don't be one oi thcs<' dance with Peaches.
people who a1 e always makmg new resolutions and never keepin them
May we make a non-partisan comYou arc starting out a new semester with clean notebook and papcr·~n om: ment on the dictatorship that is
mmc\ turn over a page and make a new start.
'
Y
gradually being formed in one of
our halls? It seems the glrls are
AN INDEPENDENT ARTIS'I'
t11,• n ther e are the colors to be being told what to do, when to do it,
m atched, voices, music and sound antl IIow!
What three boys around town are
By Frances Meister, '41
eITccts to be found. With Disney,
having
a hard time disposing of
everything must be perfect.
their leisure hours? One of them
A most unique man in an alto•
Perhaps this is the reason Walt was heard to remark, "Haven't had
gether unique !And, is Walt Disney
in Hollywood. Although his business Disney's first full length picture, a dale in over a month. Wonder is
is motion pictures, Mr. Disney "Snow White and the Seven there's any way I could ball Daisy
handles rverything himself. He Is his Dwar.fs", is hailed as such an ac- out."
lt looks as i.f the SL. Charles Play
own authol', director, and actor. lle complishment. For !our years, Mr.
work s constantly, and is never wor- Disney and six hundred artists lab- Boy can't be let alone. We wonder
r ied by boards o.l' directors on or ed to mak e it perfect In every de• who started that name anyway?
cen sors, telling him how to make his tail. According lo Mr. Pare Loretz We think he is a pretty regular g uy
pictures, no1· by what actors to use. In the February issue of McCa,11'>, a nd deser ves a lot or credit for keep•
Mr. Disn("y Is not bothered by trying there is an unbelievable range of Ing still when he could reveal a n'ce
to please the public. and they a lways color which harmonizes beautifully secret about T om. So we say lay
with Lhe mood of the characters and off 01· await the consequences.
enjoy his productions.
the musical score.
He stays as far from Hollywood
"Snow White" is not to be consicl·
Po1mlar Books
as he can conveniently. His studio ercd merely a children's picture. It
is in the mountains, but no one is said to be as mature in its dramaSigma Tau Delta held a meeting
seems i-o k now quite wh ere. How• tic content a nd emotional .feeling,
cve1·, Ml'. Disnc-y's workmen have a as any modern screen production. In the library club room on the evenmodern industrial plant, complet~ ThP sound effects, drnwings, colors, ing of January 11. T he program
with air•conditlonlng, hand-b a J 1 nnd even the music, flt with remark• consisted of a group discussion of a
courts, and othc•r factory apparatus. able naturalness.
According to numher of the modern books, such
His equipment was especially design• those who have seen the picture, one as "Life with Mother", "And So
("d for him, ancl there is no other has the sensaljon of being under a Victoria", "Drums Along the Mo•
like it.
magic spell, as he s cs a fairy talc hawk", "Gone wlth the Wind",
"Pepita",,
Althoug h there have been rumors become a reality. Disney did it with "Northwest Passage•·,
that he is an unreasonable employN', ll("i ther conferences nor advice, anct "Outward Room", "Of Mice and
one can hardly blame Mr. Disney Jor with his own money. He is indeed Man•·, "The Education of Hyman
Kaplan", and "How to Lose Friends
bein g so exoct Ing. The tas'k or ant• 1;,11que in Hollywoorl an indcpen(l
and Alienate People".
mation Itself Is a tedious one, and cnt artist.

-------------

--------------

The first concert this year, given
by the L lndenwood C o 11 e g e
orchestra, was held in Roemer Auditorium, Wednesday evening, January 19, at 7:30 o'clock.
Miss Isidor was director of the
orchestra and Ru th Rein ert Rau,
accompanist.
Opening the program was Symphony No. 2 D Major, by Haydn.
Following lhis number was a violin
solo with orchestra accompaniment,
played well by Mary Catherine
Booth, enliUed "Ave Verum" by
Mozart. Mary Cather ine was dress.
ed In a black velvet formal gown,
and wore gold accessories.
The next selection consisted of
two beautiful vocal solos, "Il Nelge''
by Bemberg, and "Ah! Je veux
vlvre (Romeo and Juiliette)" by
Gounod, sang by Ruby Drehmann,
and accompanied at the piano by
Margaret Ann McCoid. R uby wore
a sea-blue formal of chiffon silk, and
silver slippers.
Following was a vioUn solo, "Lie•
besleid" by Kreisler, played with
great feeling by Suzanne Eby, and
accompanied by the orchestra. Suz.
anne was dressed in a flowing black
taffeta gown, with a short waisted
jacket or light pink taffeta. She
wore silver sllppers.
The next number was a charming
piano solo, "Concerto (G minor) ,
Mollo Allegro Con Fucco by Mendelssohn, played by R uth Hoeck, a nd
accompanied by the orchestra. Ruth
was gowned in a shimmering lilac•
colored formal of taffeta, and silver
slippers completed her attire.
The concluding number on the
program was an Overture, "Russlan and Ludmilla" by Glinka, played by the orchestra, a splendid pro•
ductlon.

Hope F or Mankind
By Following Je3us
The speaker at vespers, Sunday
night, January 23, at 6:30, was
the Rev. Champ Ellis of the Kings.
highway Baptist Church, St. Charles. Rev. Mr . Ellis took h is text
from Joh n 1:42, "And he brought
him to Jei:;us. And when Jesus be•
held him ,he said, Thou art Simon
the son o.C Jona: thou shalt be call•
ed Cephas, which is by lnterpreta•
Uon, a stone."
Throughout the talk, Mr. E llis
dwelt upon this subject. Jesus had
hope for us. He knew something of
life. H is words from the Sermon on
the Mount , lifted up a class of people
who had never been lifted up be.fore.
He lifted up human souls. Between
man's origin and destiny, there Is a
wide range of good for the human
soul.
Rev. Mr. Ellis asked the question,
"Is the world friendly to the best
hopes of man?" He believed, he
said, that the heart of man Is cruel
until someth ing comes to maim it
different. We sh ould bring our lives
into the harmony of the spiritual
universe, then the world would be
full of lovt>. If God be for us, who
can be against us? In man are possibllltles of being the children of
God.
'I'he speaker asked, "What good
is there In loving only those who
love u s a nd giving only to those who
give to us7" H e said there is no
credit In that. We should love an d
give to those who are perhaps not
so fond of us, we should beckon
them on to something better. We
may become discouraged at the slow
pace In \Vhich things move, but we
should not become so discouraged
because after a ll we are bulldin<t
up something 1hat will bring us all
nearer God. And, after all, Goel is
the only permanent thing.

LINDEN BARK, LITERARY SUPPLEMENT, Tuesday, February 1, 1938.
SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
OF THE CHINESE

By Carolyn Baker, '41
Forew1u-d

No person may know a country
who only knows what is happening
in it today. To reallv understand a
race of people, one has to learn its
characteristics, a little of its history,
its customs and its traditions. Then,
and only then, can one judge its
present actions.
So let us for the brief time it takes
to read this paper, try to forget the
present condition China is in. Let
us try to forget what is printed : 1
every newspaper headline and heard
on every news flash in the country
today. Let us forget the past year
of China's history and remember her
as that ag~-old, tradition-filled
country, little influenced, until late
years by the Western world.
The title of this paper may seem a
bit unusual when one realizes that
there is an almost total absence of
social life in China. There being no
church or community spirit, very
few social affairs are held. Yet the
Chinese do have many customs and
a social life all their own. The
Chine1;:e characteristics and their
family life show their desire to
cling to the past. The Ch;ncse possess a love of nature, exceeded by
no other race. They believe a different flower presides over each
month in the year. They possess
on the whole, simplicity, indifference, industry, conservatism and
sensuality. Their prtience and indifference is a result of envjronment, since the people have been
downtrodden for centuries. The
Chinese are the worlcl's worst fighters because they know they will
either get killed or injured. They
hate war. The Chinese are phys!cally weak because they rarely ever
take strenuous exercise. They often
tire of a long conversation with a
European friend and therefore do
not make many. Their physical
characteristics-hair, skin, and eyes
-are a result of indoor civilized
living. China is evidently a nation
built for strength and endurance
rather than progress and conquest.
The family is by far the most
important factor in the Chinaman's
life. It takes the place of his religion and plans his entire life for
him, thus tearing down Initiative and
enterprise. The family system
makes a man marry not a wife, but
a daughter-in-law. They have not
children, but grand.children. From
their religion the Chinese have received the belief that the hair, skin,
and body are received from the parents and therefore cannot be inju1·ed. Hence, they have no strenuous
sports. Th eyoung ones are not allowed to travel for fear of injuring
themselves and thereby destroying
something belonging to their parents. The family shuts itself off in
a small, communistic unit and never
worries about a stranger.
Family consciousness in China
takes the place of social and national consciousness in Europe.
Since China stood alone and unchal·
lenged for so many centuries, nationalism has not assumed great
importance. A Chinaman wants to
die for his family but not his state
and he would never die for the world.
As Lin Yu tang has s:::> well said:
"The Chinese nation is a tray of
loose sands, each grain not being an
imlividual but a family. The nation
is welded like a piece of granite. The
next world explosion might blow up
the granite but would only disperse
the sands. They are still sands and
v.,iE always remain so."
Confucius said that filial piety is
the first of all virtues. One who
l<NC!J hi!J parcn~s dares n ::t be rude

to anyone else. The object is to be
good in this life and leave a good
name to posterity in order to glorify
one's ancestors. Thus the family
system started right but morals
were mixed with politics. The result
is satisfactory to the family but disastrous to the state.
The family system is a traclitional
system of insurance against un-'m•
ployment. Each family takes care
of its own unemployed. GraJt or
squeeze may be a public vice but it
is a family virtue. In China a man
is arrested for stealing a purse but
never a public treasury.
Family honor is very high. An
incident is reported of a coolie in
Peking who got a good job and was
receiving a reasonable income. Soon
two brothers and their families came
to live with him. According to tradition he had to take care of them.
All he could do was quit his job.
After there was no income his relatives finally left him. The famj]ies
of China are always kept close to•
gether and it is not unusual to find
six genel'ations living in one large
house or rather a court of seven1 l
houses.
A woman in China has always
been considered inferior to a man.
Yet she is gradually gaining h r
place in the world. There was a
time when women were never allowed to endure the gaze of a man. She
was separated from h er brother at
the age of eight and never saw him
except on formal occasions. Iri 1S05
there was no government education
b ut in 1920 co-education was established in the universities. Theor•
etically, all doors are open to Chin
ese women now, yet in some backward communities the people still
hold to their age-old customs.
Cupid in China has always been
·p the form of a match-maker, who
orings girls and boys together for
:he sole purpose of bringing forth
offspring. But now that g·r1s antl
boys are free to mix together and
have a chance to seek their own
mates, he seems to be superfluous.
Nevertheless, modern youths who
have chosen their own mates still
get friends to act as m atch-maker
so as to make believe their marriage
is not of their own making. The
Chinese do not think a marriage is
complete without the participation
of a match-maker. Although youth
is not binded so heavily by customs
now, T. S. Young says that the marriage of a son is usually decided by
his parents. There is a courtshin
but the parents are always consulted. Even now, some o( the unprogressive families pick their children's mates, but the young couples
are usually consulted.
One doesn't have Lo go very far
back to see the importance o.f matchmakers. When young girls were
shut up in their homes like ca1;ed
birds and marriage was not a result
o.f love but a "natural episode o(
life," woman's importance was her
role as a mother and women were
bought and sold through matcl-i.
makers. In 1931, marriage nine
times out of ten was made by the
match-maker. A young man's marriage is not called his marrying a
wife but his family taking in a
• daughter-in-law. One can always
find a m ate in China through a
match-malter. There is no feeling in
China that a man shouldn't marry
until he is able to support a wife.
At the age of twenty all girls are
wives and five-sixths of the men arc
husbands. Old men rely on their
sons or sons-in-law to s upport them
and they are always careful to see
that their children get a mate early
in life. In the eyes of China the
greatest sin of the Western World
is the large number of unmarried
women.
When a person dies in China thr>
head of the family takes charge of
0

the proceedings. He first climbs to
the roof of the dwelling to beg the
departing soul to tarry a little long•
er. When all pleas fail, the body is
dressed and placed in a coffin bej
with a change of clothes, (if a man)
p ipe and tobacco, a book to read and
necessary money close at hand. Invitations are sent tolling life of clet.d
person and stating day appointed f or
receiving guests. When the fa mily
talks with the guests there is no exchange of greeting or word of s , r·
row spoken because this m ight be a
slur on the dead one's chancz in
Heaven. The time is now pas~ej
when one had a long procession and
big affairs at a funeral, During the
first sixty days after the dea th
everyone stays at home. Women
wear no ornaments until one.hundred days have passed ancl it is
three years until they can trs.vel or
dress elaborately. An interesting
fact about the f uneral is that they
burn money and furniture so the deceased one may use them in Heaven.
At the end of the ceremony the elder
asks the departed soul to mount the
elaborate chariot which has been
provided. It is not unusual to sec
a score of funerals on one day, beca use the day must be a good one
picked out. by the priest. Some days
are considered unlucky .
As do other countr'es, China has
a few much-celebrated holidays, the
JT'OS well-J<nown and beautiful being
the New Year. The custom of an
0 1 borDtE'
New Year celebration
dates back to the Sung Dynasty
(960-1280) .
Three weeks before
New Year, Lhe festivities begin.
( China goes by the Lunar calendar
and the New Year changes each
year. It us ually comes a month
later than ours.) New Year's Eve
is a night when the children are
equal to the grown-ups. No harsh
words are spoken for fear of ruining
the luck for the year. This is the
one night in the year when the
whole family must eat together
seated at a round table. At m idnight no knife is used for fear of
cutting the luck of the year. No
food is eaten unless it symboliz.' s
something. The New Year cake,
min kao, whose name wishes a
happy New Year, brings sweetness;
curds bring prosperity; etc. After
dinner games are played and then
t he members of the family dress in
ceremonial robes. One room in the
house is used for the ceremony. A
long table stretches the length tf
one end. On it tablets of the ancestors of three generations arc
placed, surrounded by fruits, wines,
and cakes. Everyone is quiet and respectful and one feels as though the
ancestors are present. In this instance I now relate, thirteen generations o.f ancestors were to be
worshipped. Thirteen times w:ne
and rice were offered to the an•
<·estors. Incense was lighted. Then
every member of the family bowed
tc. the ancestors and then to the
elder of the family. "It was 1101· a
worship of Gods . . . . nor yet the
awe given to supernatural majesty.
It was the veneration given to
members of the family who harl
been graciously invited to attend the
annual reunion and who as graciously accepted. It was the same veneration that is given lo the older
members of the family by the younger, but in a more marked degree ...
It is an ancient rite prac1iced in
Cl~inese homes without r eference to
creed or religion."
The people travel around all New
Year night to collect debts of the
past year. None can be left over t'.)
the following day. Everyone gets
up early on the first for the first
person to burn incense will be the
happiest and wealthiest for the
year. For weeks afterward there
is rejoicing and visiting of relatives.
Jugglers and acrobats ab:::>und. There
are fairs and large bazaars every-
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where. After the 18th the New
Year celebration is over and everyone gets back to his regular life.
Even though the Chinese do not
engage in many physical sports,
they do enjoy a few. Although n ot
very well-known to most people, the
raising of crickets and their speci,,l
breeding has been a matter of study
in China for several hundred years.
Mainly for their fighting power.
People, young children ancl old people alike, hunt crickets either to use
themselves or to sell to some big
collecvtor. The crickets are kept w<'ll
ancl given every need they would
want. Many opium dens are used
for cricket fights. The two crickets
are placed on a table and each
trainer tickles his cricket with a
wisp of dried grass making him
vc;•v mad: he t l~en fif!hts better. A
slide is drawn up leaving them fare
to .face, when the fight begins. The
fight is over when one of the
criclrnts is killed. Many fights are
held and sport lasts until morning
hours. The betting often runs into
hundreds of thousands.
Cricket
fighting is not confined to poorc1·
classes. All ranks enjoy the sport.
Many wealthy families have private
rooms in their homes, macle especilly for cricket fights.
Another sport whicli Chine<:e
grown-ups, as well as children, delight in is kite-flying. Old and
yo ung, !armers and artists, coolies
.:ind mandarins, make them, decorate them, and go to the n N1 rest h i g '1
ground and fly them. Some kites
a re beautiful, some grotesque, but
all are fascinating. Kite clubs Ior
adults arc as numerous as tennis
clubs in the United Strites. All
sorts of kites are flown. Butterflies
and birds arc popular. Fish are a
favorite because they bring good
luck. Some people make a kite representing their favorite actor. Battling with a large kite and trying to
p ull down an opponent's is a fay.
orite pastime and good game for
wagering. During the winter a man
makes his kite. writes his trouble on
the tail ancl goes to an open field and
flies it. He .(eels much better because all his troubles have flown
away.
Leisure in general of China, instead of our "wrccl<·creation" is
truly "re-creation."
The Chinese is not the type of person he is pictured as in the movies.
When the ordinary person thinks of
a Chinaman, he visualizes a man in
long silken robes, taking short steps
with his hands hidden by his large
sleeves and a queue hanging down
his back. At Lhc present time most of
the Chinese do wear their own traditional type of dress, but one never
sees a queue. The queue, once forced
on the Chinaman, eventually became
a n object of pride. Yet the Chinaman realized how troublesome i t
was and earlier than 1911, most all
o( the queues were disappearing.
The custom of footbinding, invariably associated with the Chines~,
has, mainly through the work of the
missionaries, almost disappearecl.
The custom is more than seven centuries old and originated out of the
idea of the desire of men to keep
women from running away from
them. The main motive, of course,
was the fear of not getting a husband. The binding started when a
child was about five years ol<l. The
small child was never sympathizecl
with although one girl in every ten
died from the process. Unb:)Und
feet were once heavily taxed where•
as now bound feet are taxed. The
older women of China now havr
bound feet, but as soon as the old
generation dies, one will never sec
any bound feet.
There are two social classes in
China, the top-dog and t'1e u'1r 1 r>·dog, which take turns. There is no
established aristocracy in China.
The families are always either fall-
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ing or rising. Both Sun-Yat-Sen's
and Chiang Kai-Shek's father or
grandfather had to work for their
living.
Although we sometimes get a bad
picture of the Chinese through our
movies and nove'-;, one finds them
an interesting and fascinating subject to study. One hopes that the
Occidental nations will not have such
an influence on China so as to completely destroy her customs and social life.
GET RELIGION

By Jane Hi.ll, '41
In the quiet of early Sabbath
evening, the Negroes dress in their
flashiest, which they consider their
finest, clothes and go in great numbers to their various churches. In
some of them, the services are much
like those held by the white people;
but even in those few the Negro
leaves his mark of individuality as
the songs arc sung, the prayers said,
and the sermon shouted without a
trace of t he restraint so evident in
white congregations.
Going to Sunday meeting is quite
an occasion in the lives of these
simple-hearted peiple. Lindy, (taking an old Negro name for an example) garbs herself in a very lovely dress her white employer has
given her. It is either red velvet,
cut for an evening gown, or a drab
formal which she has enlivened with
very bright, if perhaps out-of-place,
color. After dressing and "fixin'
up", she either goes to church by
herself, with one of her doubtless
many "gent-mun friends", or with a
group of women her own age.
Lindy hangs on the arm of her companion, as soon as she has once "set
her foot 'in the road'', as she would
say, and starts her trek to church.
Every time she meets a diffcl'ent
group going in her direction, or passing by, she stops for a few minutes'
talk, during which she inquires in a
special "social" tone of voice how
each person is.
Slowly walking along the almost
always dusty roads to the shabby
chu rch, the Negroes enjoy their favorite pastime of standing on t he
sidewalk discussing with acquaintanc:::s the health and affairs of every
person of mutual friendship. Perhaps then they are only copying in
a more conspicuous place the catty
gossip that predominates in almost
every white gathering.
F inally, after a series of such encounters, Lindy and her companions
arrive at church. In order to describe the more actual of the old
Southern Negro religions, I shall say
that Lindy belongs to the "Sanctified") ( pronounced "Sank-ti-fied" )
church because .i t has come through
countless generations with the least
of "white" influence. Since this
church lacks the gifts of white organizations, its members attend in
either a poor fr,1me building or under a brush arbor, if the weather
pet'mits.
There is an ''orchestra'', consisting of a tambourine, a guitar or
two, and some of the other more
common instruments. 'l'he preacher,
a very black Negro, preaches fervently and feverishly for quite a
.long time. His voice rises and falls
in a conglomeration of moans and
shouts. His words make little sense;
but, run together, they appeal to
some savage quality in his hearers.
As he talks on, he grows more and
more eloquent, louder and louder,
until his d iction is that of his early
anct-stors; but his listeners are
drawn closer and closer to the r eligion ma ny have forgotten.
The audience responds to the:r
reader's delivery with "A-men s" and
later with more Negro phrases :
"Praise de Lawd'" "Yes, Jes us! '' and

others. Finally, when they are
brought to an emotion bordering on
frenzy, he signals for music; and
the melody, which has no set time,
but a definite rhythm, begins. It is
fascinating, for soon it becomes impossible for these Negroes to control
themselves, and one by one they begin to clap their,.·:eet and clap their
hands.
At regular intervals the preacher
stops the music and asks his flock
to confess their si ns. All their souls
respond to the set beat of the music;
even the preacher feels the spell.
He shouts with a gusto not heard in
white churches, never screaming,
but somehow soothing the audience
while his words tear them apart.
Soon one or two of the "Sisters"
g ives way a nd either rises from her
seat or falls on the floor; then, beating on her chest, she begins confessing her sins. As she tells them
one by one, her face is raised to·
ward heaven; then, a.fter each, she
cries "Lawd, save this sinner's
soul!" Meantime the au.dience goes
on with its music, faster and faster
at each confession, all the while
singing some song about "Save this
sinner."
At the close of church, a much
subdued congregation goes home as
if nothing had happened. The members stop and chat calmly over their
plans, ails, and loves. They bear
their sins lightly; but they believe
that at these gatherings their souls
a re saved if they can "see the light,
get religion, and confess their sins."
'fRE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE PHAUMACJST ANO
THE P HYSICIAN

By Aileen Vandiver, '41
While lhe idea that pharmacists
in the main and physicians in the
main are not especial.Ly friendly is
not altogether the prevailing condition, there are certain grievances
existing between these two factions.
The professional grievance of the
pharm acist against the physician is
that he does not learn either at college nor in the hospital how to write
prescriptions or appreciate the w orl<
of the pharmacist. Consequently he
presct'ibes ready-made compounds
and fails to call on the pharmacist
for the highly technical skill he has
acquired or the various fresh supplies of drugs with which his shelves
are stocked.
The professional grievance of t"e
doctor is of another kind. The
physician is a professional man in
all his functions and does not engage in a trade. The pharmacist
must by nature o.f his occupation be
a trades-ma n. Therefore, when the
pharmacist keeps a department
store of which pharmacy is only
one department the physician draws
a mental reservation of the status of
the pharmacist as a professiona l
man.
"Counter-prescribing" in regard
to pharmacists; "doctor-dispensing"
in connection with physicians are
self-explanatory terms. They represent another grievance betwee'1
the doctor and druggist. Considering counter-prescribing, the doctc-r
would see a somewhat different side
ot the laity if he were to meet them
from behind the drug counter presenting fifty cents to relieve, for
instance, stomach difficulties, On
the recommendation th1:1t they co·1sult a physician he would probably
meet two replies, namely that they
had either seen a doctor without any
good results or that they couldn 't
afford to see one. Some phal'macists would continue to urge medical consultation, while others, weary
of 1he same demands, meet their expectations.
The druggist, sitting in a physician's consultation room, would sec
the viewpoint of the dispensing doc-

tor. He would encounter the general
impression that prescriptions come
high. The patient reasons that a
consultation fee is sufficient, that
the doctor ought to give the treatment. That makes the patient see
more for his investment. Doctors,
too, have expectations to meet.
Both of these situations allow the
patient to do all the reasoning about
questions on which he is not C'.)m petent of reasoning. It is the duty
of the druggist then to point out
the dangers of unintelligent self-medication; the importance of the doctor of medicine in the scheme of
health; and the deceptions in the
quackery and cults which are growing each year. And the doctors
should be obliged to delegate the
preparation and dispensing of medicines to the pharmacists who have
spent four years in college learning
how it is most advisably accurately
done. Cost of prescriptions may be
cut to a more moderate price.
Through cooperation between the
physician and the pharmacist, therefore, the present practices and ideas
that are today destructive to the
activity of men engaged in health
protection may be abolished.
Authority from two issues of the
American Druggist Journal.
THE GAMBLING MANIA

By Maxine Cooper, '41
A mania for gambling has never
existed in America so actively before except in the mining camps of
.frontier days. There has been for a
long time much gambling such as
takes place in gambling houses or at
the races or in back-rooms conducted
by gamblers, but conscience 1md
good sense have condemned them.
Now there has been a coherent
effort to give gambling a legal and
moral standing as a taxpaying business and a normal social practice of
decent people. The most recent
step toward this end has been taken
by the municipal government of
Chicago. The clty council has passed an ordinance to legalize and license
"ha ndbooks'', which are
gambling houses that serve as brokers for bets on horse races anywhere and everywhere. T hey estimate that the license fees to be paid
by the handbooks now operating will
produce a revenue of two million
dollars a year for the city treasury.
However, one is inclined to believe
that the kind of city government
that licenses gambling is not the
kind of government that will make
good use of the proceeds. Yet that
is not the main point under consideration.
The practice of gambling is an
"lffront to good government, business, sport and morality and, therefore, to religion. Gambling is an attack upon business. Efforts are being made to revive business by distributing purchasing power through
higher wages and by spreading employment by shorter hours. These
efforts are made futile by the various gambling devices which collect
vast sums that otherwise would be
spent for consumer's goods. Gambling is also an a ttack upon sport.
The person who can not fully enjoy
a game without putting some money
on confesses by his act that he is
more interested in his winnings
than in the game. For all these re:isons gambling is an attack upon
morality.
However, there are two defenses
of gambling, but both are bad. The
first is that it adds color and excitement to a drab life. But many a
young criminal starts on his career
for just these reasons, and society
can not afford to approve a method
of sAeking color and excitement
which injures both society and the

seeker. The second defense is that
"all life is a gamble; business is a
gamble; marriage is a gamble." But
this is not true; because although
these things are risky enough, all
taking of risks is not gambling.
This gambling mania is a social
disease and a cancer in personality,
and no one who is concerned about
the wholesomeness of personalities
and the health of society can be indifferent to it. We have gone too
far toward becoming a nation of
gamblers, and we need an awakening of both conscience and good
sense on this subject.
LONELINESS

By Rosemary Miller, '41
Loneliness is often the fault of the
victim himself, according to the article by Gregory Zilboorg appearing
in the January issue of T he Atlantic
Monthly. If an individual chooses
himself rather than others to love,
the result cannot but be, ultimately,
a feeling of being desperately alone
and unloved. He, who is inwardly
in love with himself seeks everywhere for a mirror to reflect his
own image. Thus he misses the delights .round in the taking of interest in other people, the sharing of
their joys and trials. Even the
beauties of nature and of inanimate
objects go unnoticed by him and he
finds no diversion outside of self.
There is, however, in some in•
stances an excuse for loneliness.
T hat feeling which is brought into
being by the loss of a loved on e.
This type of emotion does not ccncern the introvert but the person
who loves someone or something
other than himself. Loneliness of
this ]{ind is entirely normal and cannot compare to the aching h eart of
him who is self-centered. It is better c::lled lonesomeness and is not a
chronic state. While the t hought of
separation may cause temporary
loss of interest in the outside worl1
for a while, the state of mind gradually improves until a normal condition again prevails. Classified under nostalgia, missing somebody
specific, it is cured by time.
Another type of loneliness may be
self-imposed by the individual wh '>
merely wishes privacy in order that
he may accomplish somethln g-.
Temporarily withdrawing himsel.r
from society, he comes back cheerfully to the outside world after his
goal is reached. His solitude, unl'ke
that of the others, is not unpleasant
since at the time he is occupied and
in the end he is rewarded with the
enriching experience of work.
Looked upon as a symptom, an indication that something is not fully
harmonious within the individual,
loneliness may be compared to a
headache. If it is a mild one, nothin1s is done about it. If it is severe,
the conclusion is reached that something serious is at stal<e.
WHAT GOOD ARE FINIS JIING
SCHOOVS?

By Janet Evans, '41
F inishing sch ools actually do not
prepare girls to meet realities of
later life. The graduates of these
institutions are the ones. because of
their money, who control the lives
of thousands of people; misuse of
their power can bring untold hardships. In her article, "What Good
Are Finishing Schools?", in the
F01·um magazine, Marian Castle
says that finishing schools are Victorian survivals, and citadels of
snobb<>ry. They fit their students
for a world that ceases to exist.
There are only twelve or f ifteen
rer lly fashionable ones; these are
located chiefly in
Connecticut,
Maryl1:1nd. and Virg;nia. 'l'uition
fe::,,s range from $1,800 to $3,000 a
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year. The courses usually take the
place of high school study. An average of four hundred, potent financially, are graduated annually.
The schools flourish not by endowments, but because parents are willing to pny an exorbitant price for
the one thing- exclusiveness. It is
true th:-it some of the smaller institutions were forced to close their
doors during the recent depression.
The l~ast affected wer e these twelve
or fifteen "best" schools.
Private schools maintain the best
spirit of the 19th instead of the 20th
century.
Once they
"finished"
these gil'ls, but t his is changed now,
ior the damsels demand that they
be prepared for a college education,
whether or not they plan to a ttend;
so being groomed for the drawing
room is not the only objective.
Within seven years after their graduation they marry, but in reality
they could never manage a home on
either a small income or a large one,
and c'.!rtainly not raise a family.
The students are allowed very Jit.
tl': association with. men. Occasionally, in a Connecticut institution,
teas are given to which men are invited; usually the beverage is milk.
Consequently the girls are wrongly
trainen for their relation with me:1.
The wrong sociological training
affects society at large. The girl is
ignorant of political and social
rr:iblcms, and so we see that t he
finishing school becomes a potenti;:,l
menrce, for the lives of the majority
are t,mgled with the fortunes of the
leisure class.
PUPPETS THROUGH THE AGES

By Dorothy Ke:>:es, '41
The origin of the puppet is still
somewhat of a mystery, dating back,
as it undoubtedly does, to the earliest stages of the very oldest civilizations. Puppetry began amid the
roots of the human race, and in the
ber,-innin.Q" it was the expression of
the people; there was no idea of
using puppetry as a dramatic production for entertainment. Scholars
differ as to its birthplace and ancestry.
Dr. Richard Fischel, who made an
exhaustive study of the origin of the
puppet, believes that the puppet
came into being along with the fairy
tales on the banks of the Ganges in
India. Puppets and puppet plays o.f
India not only have antedated the
regular drama, but also have outlived it. He claims, moreover, that
the puppet shows are the only forms
of dramatic expression left at the
present time.
P Ferrigni, who umler the n:•m~
of Yorick, wrote a vivid history of
puppets, claims the marionette originated with the earliest inhabitants of the Nile; and that before the
days of Manette, who founded
Memphis, even before the days of
the Pharoahs, great idols moved
their hands and opened their
mouths, inspiring worshipful terror
in the hearts of all the beholders.
Dr. Berthold Laufer corroborates
Ferrigni's opinions and maintains
that the marionette first appeared in
Egypt and Greece, and spread from
there to all European countries.
The history of the Italian marionette may be traced back to ancient
Egvot. In the records of Herodotus,
written in the fifth century B. C.,
we find instances where rnovab1e
image~ were first used. He states
that in the festival of Osiris, Egyptian women carried images of Goel<;,
which had movable m1rts; and in the
processions of Jupiter Ammon.
p1 iestR brought in several statues of
that cte;tv. which, by movement of
its head, indicated the <lirectirin in
which it desired to be c<>rried. In
the tombs of Thebes and Memphis in
Bgypt, there have been found ivory

and wood painted figures of beasts
and men which could be propelled
by puJling strings, and were probably marionettes.
T he Greeks borrowed marionettes
from the Egyptians for their rel;gious ceremonies a nd for use in their
theaters. They were very popular
with the Grecian people and were
used in all ceremonies. From the
Greeks, the art of the marionettes
slowly drifted to Rome, where we
find them first used during the religious ceremonies preceding games
a nd contests in the circus. Marionettes were used a great deal in
sacred dramas and passion plays;
a nd later, most o.f the puppet plays
were parodies and popular dramas
and satires on the government.
Small · jointed puppets of ivory or
wood have been discovered in the
Catacombs.
In Italy, there is a distinction between the many kinds of puppets.
In 1550 marionettes were called Ba•
gatolli and Magatelll, but Burattin'J,
one of the characters in the Italian
comedy, became famous in the marionette theater and gave them his
name. Burattini and fan toccin.i are
the marionettes manipulated by
wires; !Jamboccic are those articulated by a horizontal string tied to a
stick and to the lmee of t he one
who moves them; pupi and pupazzi
are those which have a head and
hands in wood, the body being a
cloth pocket in which the thumb a nd
middle finger move the a rm and the
forefinger moves the head. Acc'.>rd•
ing to statuettes exhumed frcm preChristian ruins, Maccus, the original
Roman buffoon a nd the first an•
cestor of clowns, had the hooke'.l
nose, nut-cracker chin. and hunched
back of the modern English Punch,
French Polichinella, a nd Itali,in
Puncinello. It has been estimated
that t h ere arc abou t forty thousand
theatrical puppets In Italy. I n the
Southern provinces, they 2re hiP'hly esteemed a nd very popular; the
large towns hardly know other
dramatic performances than those of
the marionettes.
Many bishops, a bbots, and pope,
denounced th e use of puppets in religious ceremonies. but t'1ey we""e
never able to quite eradicate the
cherished custom. The marionettes
moved on ward w ith the times, al'vVays adontinf{ the 11ew without discarding t he old.
Puppets in Englan d appear to
have a religious origin, beginnin,.,.
w(th the crucifix in the monastery
of Boxley in Kent, the passion plays,
and wanderin g pupoet shows of religious character. As early as 1!575,
Italian showmen aoneared in Eng•
Janel and established thP.mselves
th0re with the consent of the L'Jrd
1111'-,vor of London. In 1642. when
the conflict between t he Purit<1ns
and the theaters closed all t he the,itcrs. exc<>ot the pupnet shows, n11ppeteers flocked to England from
France and lt<1l v.
There is little doubt that the
boisterous Punch is a descendant of
the nupnet, Pulcinello. brouP-ht over
hv the travelling Italian showmen.
His broad burJeS0\lPR ,<>nnP?)ed t..,
the lower state of the E nP-lish foll<
humor of the period. His wellknown fe,;1tures, a lonrr, prominent.
and hooked nose. goggle eves. h um p
at his h;cick and breast. have been
standardized; and in one form or
a nother. he is the national puppet
hero of every country.
In 1713, a oermanent t heater was
established for P unch In Covent
Garden a nd c1t the e nd of the cen•
t11rv. h e married Jurl:v. T 0gether,
they were very pom1lar i,nd h ad to
aone11r in every performa nce, even
Biblical dramas, to satisf y public
demand.
In the course of time. the puonets
hec<1rne lari;rer and larger, and at
length, puppets and living actors

appeared on the same stage at t he
same time. The foes of the puppe ts
were a ppeased, however, by the fact
that the act.ors played only virtuous
people, the parts of the v illains being assigned to the puppets. The
marionettes become more and more
elaborate, and were manipulated by
wires.
Queen Mary was often
pleased to s ummon them into her
palace and the young, gallant Punch
bega n to develop into a thick
skinned fellow, wicked, always victorious, overcoming Old Vice h im•
self, the horned, tailed demon of the
English Moralities. Also during the
reign of Queen Anne he was high in
favor.
Mr. Powell was t he most important motion maker of h is day in
England. He originated t he Unlversal Deluge, which portrays the story
of Noah a nd t h e Ark. As another
attraction to his s hows, the ingenious marioncttist invented a fashion
model, t he little puppet, Lady ,Jane,
who m ade a monthly appearance,
bringing t he latest styles from
Paris. All of her performances were
well attended by t he women of the
town.
A well known competitor of
Powell was Pinkethman, who portrayed the Gods of Olympus in his
creations. There are gaps in the
history of E nglish puppets which
se:em to imply a decline in the popularity of the amusement.
At present, the best known pro•
fessional marionettes in England belong to the Wilkinsons, a family of
artists who have been touring the
country. There are several of the
amateur groups of puppeteers in
England, among them the likely
players of likely, Yorkshire.
Great skill and artistry have been
displayed in the creation of the
weirdly fascinating Oriental puppets. The Javanese shadows, half
heroic and mythical, half religious
and national in character, present
inc:dents well known to the audience. The Dala ng, a man of great
skill, is responsible for a lmost the
entre s how. He directs the music,
gives a short exposition of the plot,
introduces the characters a nd speaks
for each one, maldng all the soun::I
effects. T he shadows are grotesque
forms w ith long, lean arms. incre~lible profiles, and curious, yet elab'.>1·ately decorated.. The J avanese also
have a nother type of puppets, round•
ed marionettes carved out of wood.
The Japanese people have expended much talent in making t he puppet
performances beautiful and poetic.
''Traditional fine
craftsmanship,
the perfection of decorative adjustment, the love of impersonal art, the
delight in miniature loveliness of
any sort- all these elements went
into the making of the world's most
skillful, and t he most esteemed puppet theaters, the Doll Theater." The
Japanese puppets are not quite half
as tall as a man. Marionettes in
.Japan have been so powerful ?s to
influence living actors in the classic
dramas to accept the conventions of
the puppet stage. The manner of
manipulation of the puppets is the
most curious feature of the sh:)\v.
The people who pull the strings or
manipulate the marionettes, work
on the stage in full view of the audience. They have no spr-ak;ng lines,
and make t hemselves less conspic•
uous by often wearing black-hooded
robes. The Gidayus, or chanters,
who read the words are artists of
high standing.
Chikamatsu Monzayemon , the
Shakespeare of J aran, wrote about
one hundred puppet-plays. Manv
theaters have been established; and
altogether, there have been as m,iny
as two hundred epic poets w ritinqfor puppets a nd over one thousand
plays have been produced.
"Guarded through the ,iges. the
art of the puppet has reached our
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generation. Today it lives in a world
made over by machine civilizatio n ;
and it is extending its range of influence as it did in ancient days."
America hacl its puppets away back
in the Indian times, but never has
America had its own national .hero
in the puppet world. The British
Empire h ad its Punch, t he French
had Polichinelle, the Germans had
Hansworst, but America h as no
hero.
The pioneer of our modern puppets was, perhaps, Ellen Von Volkenburg. She organi✓.ecl a group of
enthusiastic craftsmen and artists,
who produced poetic and exquisite
dolls. These puppets ancl plays
were very popular and they lasted
for five weel{s on the same stage.
Even after the Chicago Little Theater ceased to exist, Miss Von Volkenburg continued to be active with
marionettes. The Cleveland Play
House was the home of some o'f t he
first American puppets.
The most widely known marionette plays in America are the expert and delig htful marionettes of
Tony Sarg, who trains his own puppeteers. He first became interested
in puppets when he saw th e performances of the Holden fam ily in
Europe. He often viewed the shows
while lying on h is back, t ryi ng to
peer into the flies and sec the puppeteers at work. When he retu"ned
to America, he persuaded Winthrop
Ames to aid him in producing r uppets. Today there are more than
fifty professional marionette trours
presf'nting over five hundred plays
in the United States. Junior L ~aP'U2
members in many cities are interested in the pupoet shows. anrl art
f't11dents emphasize the craft side of
this art.
"It is possible, at lenst not impossible, that in the puopet shows we
h ave the most a ncient forms of
dramatic representation. It is certain tha t the nunpet Rhows be.c;t
harmonized with t he intelligence of
the people at large, for it 'came to
meet t he poouJar conceptions and
appealed to thefr instincts."
Who knows, but the puppet shows
may agai n rise to the heights they
once held in the eighteenth century?
COLLECTIVE B ARGAINING

By Mary Ellen Lane, '41
In this age of keen business comp 8tition and changil1g bus iness
cycles, collective bargaining by
t rade-unions has become more a
business problem of selling labor
than one of ethics or social justice.
It is .a way of fixing the price
of labor on a large scale consiclerlngthc- fiv::- ot· six million men who are
members of trade-unions. The success of collective bargaining depends
on whet hf'r employers a nd tradeunions do their best to keep the
prices of labor nrpoerly adjusted to
other prices. If wages are raised
too rapidly during periods of prrsperity, for example they can produce
unemplo:vment. Non-union empJoyPrR will t hen hire the men who ha ve
lost th eir jobs at prices that will
drive union employers out of bus!ness and subsequently destroy the
faith of union members in the
union_ This would result in a decrease in union membership. Th's
process would also be detrimental to
collective bargaining and busine~R
h iring union labor. The success and
full benefits of collective bargaining
will incrcasf' when unions are trf'..,ted less as "outlaw organizations" by
industry, according to Sumner H.
Slitcher in his article "Collective
Bargaining at Work" which is found
in t h e Atlantic Monthly for January. 1938. T hey can t hen cccupy
th r>ir time with enlarging t heir interest in the employer's prosperity
instead of fighting for a right to ex-
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ist and to represent their members
in collective bargaining.
Collective burgaining can work
more efficiently than price fixing
because both buyer and seller are
organized a nd therefore can keep
a check on each other. Another reason that coll<'ctivC' hargaining is
superior to price fixing Is that tradeunions eventually discover that high
wages can result only from a prosperous Industry and the Impression
that high wages create rather than
distribute prosperity Is dispelled. A
trade-union that ls working efficiently is conducive to better understanding by the employPr oI his men and
by the employ<.'cs of the business
problems of their employers. The
businC'ss agent of the union learns
the problems of the employer anct
understands that such things as a
strike can be disastrous to both the
union and the employer, a nd tries to
persuade the laborers to accept this
view. By averting a strike the agent
can save time and money for both
sides and prevent a hostile feeling
from arising. The shop chairman
can take his grlevanc£'s to the
union's busin£'ss agent who discusses them with the employer. In
this way an amicable agreement
can he rench<'<l and a satisfactory
industrial relntionship is established.
In tht' C'nd the union enables the
managemt'nt lo become more efficient and lmprovt's the morale and
spirit o! the employees. Indeed, It
is more to th<' advantage of the
union to pacify their members and
try to tempf'r lh£'ir <l<'mands rather
than to stir them up.
TRIAi$ OF A D£PL0i\L-\T

By Margaret Barton, '41
I find through reading that our
ambassador has come home. Perr.aps we should feel compliment0<1
th11 l he came of his own fre" will
and was not sent. T here must be
some hope left for Germany if .she
still tolerates C'nvoys (as Jong as
they can tolcrat<' her, of cour se).
However, Germany proved too bi~
a task for William Dodd, who resigned from his post last month.
Whether future offlcials will have
any b~llcr luck with a dictatorship
is an uncertain silualion. Maybe
Mr. Dodd is being unreasonable
when he says he cannot submit to
the policy of lack of relig ious freedom, race ha tred, and intellectual
suppression ln a ror<'ig n country;
maybe he has stubborn cha racteristics. Al any rate, his sense of
.fairness will not allow him to remain in his position any longer. He
cannot undm·stund how a state can
possibly sponsor a separate Deity
that has only thf' welfare of one
country at heart, how it can ex'le
the Jews, who may have their individualistic faults as most normal
human b<'ings, after they were the
mainstay of "starving Germany"
betwe('n 1918 and 1920, or how it
can refuse any urt that is better than
Hitler's as un-Gr•rman a nd any of
Einstein's theories because Hitler
and mathematics cou ld not be mixed
But tha t i.~ only the vJcw of a
United Sta t0s ambassador, whose
mind was, pe1·haps, warped by
wea kening ways of democracy.
We're probahly wrong; we s hould
fall in line with Dr. Goebbels, who
preaches to the youth oC Germany
that it is not importa nt who is
1·ight, but \I ho wins.
American citizl'ns are patient;
we arc SC"ncling once again a man,
Hugh \Vil~on, now assistant secretary of stat<', to represent us in a
1,111d that scoffs at our govt>r11:rent.
But we ft'el It Is our duty to ac·
as propagandists for international
cooperation ln pPace, rommcrce, and
and the .futherance of democracy f0r
the good o! the rest of the world.

We have no hopes that Mr. Wilson
will convert Germany; we merely
wish to g<.'l along with her in a
peaceful ancl !rlendly way befitting
the le ·1d of the !rec.
BIG BUSl~ESS IN 'fHE RACKETS

By Joanna Benecke, '41
With the development of our big
industries, which has been only in
the last eighteen or twenty years,
came also organized crime.
In 1890, more than a third o.f the
nation's homes were on farms. Today the farms have only about a
lifth uf the homcli a nd less than a
quarter of the population. Behind
this movemcnL to the cities lay
science. However, as in every country in an:r age, which turns from one
established order to a new one, there
was confusion. Business was confused with the rapidity of its
growth, and while business was confused, gang leaders, waiting for new
opportunities of making easy money,
struck out on a n<'w scale, Jarge1',
broader than before. Strange to
have to say that cr ime progresses;
yet in its sphert•, It has. IL develop,
cd right along beside industry which
likewise was progressing along
larger, broader lines. Before the
Eighteenth Amendment, the liquor
traffic was one of the largest organized rackets. We all can remember
lurid stories of that era, but unn
Thomas Dewey In his capacity of
special rackets prosecutor in New
York first brought our attemion to
morc pr<'S£'nt day rackets, we heard
no more than cvc1·y-day news could
give us the samC" old story with no
why's or bncl<ground. With Thomas
DC'wcy's aclivi tles, the public has
become aware that we have "Big
BusincsB" rnckcts- rackcts organized a long sound business lines, and
he has enabled us to look behind the
"fronts" of some of these organizations. Until recently, one of the
biggest rackets In New York was
connected with restaurants and
cares. rt was known as the Metropol!tan Ca!etC'rla and Restaurant
Owncr·s' Association. Its organization consisted of three divisions.
The first was a phony trade assoc:ation it-; title bchlnd \\hlch the
t·eal business was concealed. This
association had cards and plaques
with lts name on them. T hese were
1·equi1·ed to be displayed l11 a prominent place In the restaurants of the
"members". Jt occupied a large and
luxurious suite of offices in a tall
Broadway building a nd had a full
list of dummy oWcers and directors.
Stationery, books, office equir11rent
of every ldnd ht'lpc>d maintain the
"front". The second division was a
trades union with two locals under
a bsolute control of the gang. This
was rc>ally the means of power. No
employer wants soup spilled on his
best customer by clumsy ( ?) waiters, nor does he like noisy pickets
and riots near or in his store. The
third division was no pretense. This
genera l executive• department was
actu ally mannt>d by the. mob personally. lt tool< care of the col•
Jectlon of clues, i ina nces in general,
was overseer o·r the "strong armed
force" necessarily used in a business of its kim!, Do you still saywhy h; it called big business? Well,
besides having the organization of
a b'g indust1y. It likewise was in•
volved in money transactions, only
in its case, it was involved in the
extortion o f monc>y. In any even t,
ey was a factor In Its being, and
where mont•y is involved In a business manner, records are kept of the
t ·,mS['ctlons. Iler(' we come b:>ck to
Thomas Dewey. It was he who secured the records of some of the
rackets, thereby ovening va luable
founts of In.for ma tion to us.
If it h ad not been for these "big

business'' records, we as the public has made all the progress in the
would never have known more than field of knowledge. They believe
what outward appearances have ceriain things because the logic of
shown. We could never have real- facts compels them to believe It.
ized fully what was behind the head- These two g r oups are by no means
ing In the paper, "Man Found distinguished by whether or not they
have college degrees. Even some of
Dead."
Big business began these organ- the tightest minded men have alphized rackets, bu t we have reason to abetical lists after their names th;1.t
believe that "big business" will like- sound like a roll call of governmental projects.
wise be their downfall.
T he background for my theme
According to the article, "Platcame from th<' combined sources of itudes or Realities, Which?" in the
the following three articles : "The P. E. 0. Record, liberal education
Halt of Racketeering'' in the October docs not depend so much on where
ATLANTIC MONTHLY;
"The you start as It does on what dirToughest Underworld" in the No- ection you arc going and on convember Issue of the SATURDAY tinued motion in t he right direction.
EVENING POST; and a pamphlet,
''Why Social Security?"
EDUCATION

By Betty Dew, '41
Thls definition of education was
given by Matthew Arnold; "A disinterested enclt'avor after perfection,
an endeavor that is not a having or
a bC'in!'.?', but an eternal becoming
something finer, better, happier, and
more useful." It does not come
then, necussarily, from a course in
college. 1t ls q uite po~siblc to go to
collcgt' for foul" or eight years without securing an education, and v·ce
versa, it is just as possible, although
much more difficult, to become educated and cultur<'d without acquiring one college degree. Therefore,
liberal education Is a philosophy
which involvC'S two factors; that is
to think constructively and stimulating ly.
The solution or our present national and personal problems, inclust rial, poUtlcal, and social, must
come through cduca tion. A difficult
task is to cll."fine such abstract terms
:ls Ca ilh, love, purity, justice and
truth which have been dulled by
ov"t"work and imbectcted by tradition.
F aith cannot mean tigh t-mindeclness, rathE'r open-mindedness. A
healthy skcptlcism will prevent one
from bt•comlng one of the crowd,
from believing all that is advcrt:sed,
or from bC'lng carried away by the
thourrht of l"Pttlng something for
nothing. These things arc not faith
but Cl'(•dulity.
Lovp is i;tc>rilc If it Is only an attitude of mind a nd is not u·anslated
info service'. Much of the maladjustment of the younger generation
is traceable lo faulty home training
du£' to too much "mother love",
ruinous to the future happiness of
the chllct. Love cun be exceedingly
dangerous. It means far more than
the sickly sentimentality of romance
that is seen on lhC' stage and screen,
or that heard moaned or bleated by
ct'Ooners on the air.
Purity Involves much more than
the prudishness which character•zed
the nineteenth century; it means
sincerity and a willingness to look
at life honestly. Purity; kindliness
of purpose is a fundamental char•
acteristlc of an educated person.
The fact that justice means more
than just lcgnllty ls demonstrated by
the activity or unscrupulous la wyers. IJ lhe decent, upright people
of America would stir out of their
comfortable Inertia and right the
wrong against justice. th ~re are
e nough to put to rout those who
deal unjustly.
Under the lclcal truth, there come
two types of people, those whose
opinions arc more precious than
truth and those to whom truth . is
more precious than opinion. In the
flrst class arc those \-.ho m::ke up
their minds and then close them
tightly a nd refuse to open them
again, this perhap-i being clue to the
fact that the opinion Is held by "the
best people" 0 1· that the opinion has
b£'en sanctified by father a nd grandfather.
The second class that seeks truth,

WE DRIVE CARS

By I rene Altheide, '41
Undoubtedly ll will not talce much
recollection to bring to mind the
fable of the tortoise and the hare.
Although the tortoise moved slowly
he reached the goal before the hare
. . . . . . safely, too. Now the hare
did not lose time In the beginning,
in fact he h ustcned. Then the fable
goes on to say h e beca me tired, and
realizing his superiority of motion,
lay down lo sleep. Perhaps legend
is bei ng kind to the hare to tell us
he became weary and had to rest.
Perhaps in his blind rush, Mr. Cottontail had a collision with a nother
hare and suffered Injuries so that it
was necessary to recuperate. However, we arc not told; we only know
that the tortoise won the race.
There are hares today who arc a
menace not only to the cautious
tortoises, but to other hares as well.
We find them particularly evident
in the holiday casualties. Th::-re
were one hundred a nd .fifty-four
persons killed in automobile fatalities over th<' New Year's weck-en1.
Imagine that thirty per cent o! the
students here at Lindcnwood were
ldllcd at one time in automobile accidents. That would be approximately the number kHled in the
New Year's accident toll. But when
we lea! through a newspaper and
find one hundred fifty-four strangers
ruthlessly butchered by the thought.
less antics of a motor-conscious
people, we shrug our shoulders, mutter something about the carckss
fools, and then turn to the comic
section.
T his New Year's Eve in the c·ty
of St. Louis, according to the St.
l,ouls Glohe-Uemocrat of January
second, thil'ly-elght persons were
arrestc•d [or speeding. Last year, in
the same twenty-four hour period,
there were sixty-nine arrests mad~
for the same oilcnse. There were
also two arrests for drunken driving; one man and one woman beini;
arrested. However, this decrea!:;e
over last year's record was attributed to the favorable weather conditions, dryness of the streets, various cautioning statements issued by
Mayor Dickman a nd the work of the
Safety Counci l and Police force.
One o.f the most gruesome and
realistic articles concerning motor
casualties appeared in the Readel''fj
Digest, August 1935, entitled "And
Sudde n Death", written by J. C.
Fournas. 1t Is said tha t after being
in an accident Mr. Furnas received
inspiration Cor this essay. H s
n!forts were well received. Accident Insuranct' companies distrltuted reprl nts to their policy holders,
consclentous parents handed the article to their dash.Ing offspring, and
High School Superin tendents reviewed "And Sudden Death" in assemblies. In 1934, nearly one million were Injured and thirty-six
thousand lives lost in a utomobil" "<'·
c\dents. When an auto Is traveling
at sixty-five, it covers one hundred
!eel a second. The a mount of force
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---------------------(Continued .from Page G)

Full Afternoon Recitals ;
Dean Thomas' Students

behind such a speeding vehicle is
difficult to comprehend.
Should
Two student recitals, by pupils of
something go wrong, there ls slight
Mr. John Thomas, Dean of Mus;c,
chance of escape.
Safety in driving has become an were held in Music Hall, Wednesimportant issue. Many states now day, January 19, and Thursday,
require operators o! motor vehicles January 20 at 5 o'clock.
On Wednesday the first numl,er
to be licensed. In some states one
has but to give the fee to a Notary was a Sonata, C mlnot·, Op. 10, No.
Public in order to receive his license. 1 (first movement) by Beethoven,
Other states, fol'tunatcly, require played by Kathryn Thompson. 'l he
that a prospective drlvet· must pass second number was two-part invenan examination be.fore receiving his tions, Nos. 4 and 13, by Bach, ancl
grant to operate a vehicle. High- Sonata, F major, No. 2 (first m oveways are being improved, dangerous ment) by Mozart, played by Pauline
three lane highways arc being Gray. Following was the selection
widened into four lanes. The mod- Chaconne, G major, by Handel,
ern automobile is more safely con- played by Neile Motley; Sonata, A
structed with safety glass through- minor, Op. 143 ( first movement) by
out, all-steel frames, better motors, Schubert, played by Irene Altheidc,
hydraulic brakes, clearer vision, and and two numbers, Prelude and
tires and tubes are made blow-out Fugue, G major (W.T .C. Book 11,
proof. Tra.ffic regulations arc now No. 15) by Bach, and Sonala, A flat
more strictly en.forced. Once arrest- major, Op. 26 Rondo, by Beethoven.
ed, there is little chance for escape. played by Mildred Jane Bryant.
These were followed by a Sonata,
Punishments range from suspension
or complete deprivation of op~ral- A !lat major, Op. 26 ( first moveing privileges and fines, to jail and ment) by Beethoven, playc-d by Berwork-house sentences. In one large nadette Fehlman. Concluding the
city, a young soc!C'ly butterfly was program were two numbers two
sentenced to the work-house .for two-part inventions, Nos. 11 a~d 12,
speeding . Neither money nor posi- by Bach; and Sonata, D major Op.
tion could induce the judge to 10, No. 3 (first movement) by Beechange the sentence to a fine.
thoven, both played by Ruth El'.se
When driving along the highway, Shanks.
one now notices the black and white
On the Thursday program Mary
signs which are placed there by the Lou Fugate played two numbers,
Highway Educational System. Pastorale, E minor, by Scharlatti
These highway signs run in series, and Valse Mignonne by Moszkowski,
and there was one group which, to followed by Sara C. Phillips playing
me, was very outstanding. It begr n two three-part inventions, Nos. 4 and
something like this, the first sign
bv &ch, and a Sonata, D minoi·,
reading: "How are your bt'akes?", Op. 31, No. 2 ( first movement) by
the next, "How are your lights?", Beethoven.
then, "How arc your tires?", a nd so
The next numbers were Prelude
on, finally ending with this question, and Fugue, E flat major CW. T. C.
"How are YOU?"
Book 11, No. 7) by Bach, and Sonata, Op. 42, A minor ! first movement) by Schubcl't, played by Betty
Lindenwood Poetry
White; Prelude and F ugue, G mino1·
Discussed in St. Louis (W. T. C. Book l, No. 16) by Bach ;
Impromptu, B !lat major by Schu:4-t a meeting of the Poetry Society bert played by Bevc1·ly Mayhall, and
Tuesday evening, January 18, at 6:30 Fantasia, C minor by Bach and Cono'clock in the library clubrooms, certo, A major ( first movPmentl by
Miss Dawson told of a meeting In Mozart, played by Ruth Reinert Rau
St. Louis at wh1ch a discussion t ook and Margaret Anne McCold, on secplace about the creative work in ond piano.
The last numbers were Prelude
poetry the students al Lindenwood
and Fugue, C mino1· (W. T. C ..
College are doing.
Pieces o.f original work by the Book 1 No. 2) by Bach; T wo Eludes,
members were read and then ells- Nos. 13 and 16 by Chopin, and Concussed by the society. Three new certo, A minor (first movC'mcnt) by
members, Florence Murcr, Christine Grieg, which were played by Doris
McDonald, and Marian Hull. were Danz with Bernadette Feh lman, second piano.
taken into the club.

Songs and Piano Numbers
A students' music recital was
given Tuesday, January 18, at
5 o'clock in Roemer Auditorium.
Marjorie Ecker, pianist, played
"Sonata, C Major'', allegro con spirito, by Mozart, and "Cadiz'' by Al·
benlz. The second piano number
was Mozart's "Sonata No. 5, G
Major'', the allegro, played by Pearl
Lucille Lammers.
Mary Jean DuHadway sang
"Ouvre Tes Yeux Bleux" by Massenet, and "Songs of the Open" by
La Forge. "Invoca~ione D i Or(es
m uriclice)" by Perl and "What Is A
Song?" were sung by Mary Lou
Fugate.
Kramer's "Elegy" was
played by Betty Ann Brown.
Mary Maurine Dl1lon sang two
numbers, "I Love Thee", by Beelhoven, and "Quiet" by Sanderson.
The last group of piano numbers included "Nocturne, A Major" by
Leschetizky, played by Dorothy Nieman, and Bach's "Prelude a nd
Fugue, E Major·• by Cordelia Mae
Buck.

CHILI CON CARNE
IS A FAVORITE
IN 'l'HE TEA ROOM

Journalism Class Lecturer
A guest lecturer in tht• Journalism
class. Tuesday, December 14, was
Miss Edna Warren o.f the general reporting staff o! the Globe-Democrat
of St. Louis. Miss Warren's topic
was "The Present Labor Movement." She spoke of the labor
movement in England as well as In
the United States. Miss Warren
said that the majority oC college
girls today are not Interested in
labor unions, but students s hould
at least read the papers and lake an
interest in these uuions, since they
are something wo1·kcr s c.innol get
away from. She discussecl the labor
movement a nd the American Newspaper Guild.

LARORER'S UTOf'lA

By Donna Lou Dewees, '41
In this day o.f stl'lkes, civil wars,
and economic depression, it Is internstlng to find such an Ideal plant
as that of George A. Hormel's in
Austin, Minnesota, wher e there a•·e
no quarrels and no strik es. The
management and history o.f this
nlant are graphically told In a recent
issue of The Lll'ernry Digest in an
article called "Wages by The Year"

by Marc Rose. Mr. II01·mel, who
settled in Austin fifty years ago and
began killing local livestock for his
own butcher shop now procC;sses upward o.f a million hogs a year and
hundreds of thousands of cattle and
sheep. In the Hormel plant the
hourly wages were aboUshed and a
new contract between employer and
employee assu1 es the worker 1iftytwo equal salary cht'cks and a one
week vacation a year with pay. BcIore the plan was adopted, Jay C.
Hormel, son of George /\. Hormel,
began wondering how the hourly
wage began and denounced It thus:
"It seemed to me that the h ourly
wage must have been Invented by
some employer who wanted to chisel
an advantage. Maybe it isn't true;
nevertheless, the hourly wage
system makes the worker carr y the
load and bear the shock of business
slow downs. So, I decided lo do
something about it. It has cost us
money so far but we have .faith that
it is going to pave ev{'ntually. We
believe that in the long run it pays
to treat the other .Cellow as we would
like to be treated." Now in the
Hormel plan t organized la bor is
worl<ing undet· thr> principle of the
a nnual wage.
From estimated sales prospects
the management sets up probable
production !igurcs for the coming
year. The company decides just
how many men can do that amount
of work in how many hours arriving
thus at the total labor cost and
agrees to pay that amount in fifty.
two equal installments. Each spec;alized gang in the plant cleans up
its day's production and then goes
home, early or late, according to the
day's receipts of livestock. Consequently, everybody works because
he wants to get lhrough and go
home. Slackers a rc very few and
highly unpopular.
Whenever a
year's business is unexpectedly good
and the output in some departments
exceeds the budgeted production the
gang gets a bonus. If, for some reason, drought perhaps, there isn't
enough livestock to fill lhe quota the
gang just owes the company a certain amount of work to be done the
next year. I! a regular member of
gang ls absent from work, nol on
vacation or on sick leave, the company agrees to replace him ''either
,ith a man or money." The gan.~
usually does lhc work, having the
a bsentee's pay put into "the kitty"
which is divided al the end or the
year by the gang. According to a
recent survey It was shown that the
Hormel wol'kcrs et1rn a n average
salary of 529.23 a week, $1.79 above
the average .for the industry. Added
to this, Hormel workers only put in
35.6 hours a week, 4.!> hours below
the averoge for the lnrlustry.
Recently Mr. Jay C. Hormel told
stockholders that this plan Is costing
S300,000 a year but he Is confident
that this debit is only a passin'!
phase, believing that the plan will
"vield definite gains as soon as 1t
emerges from the p 1oneerlng stage. ·
There are many advantages both ro
thP worker ancl employer In thi~
system ior it assu1'C'S a job ancl
s teady pay and Is advantageous to
the employer in that it helps speed
up production along with savings in
light, power, heat, an cteou\pment.
In dull times a goo1 worker that is
]'lid off can usually find another
job but a poor workman Is sure to
return. In this case, with fewer
green men at work, there are fewer
accidents, and fewer spoiled cuts of
meat. In concludi ng let me hint at
this plant's attitude toward the
New Dealers and labor unions .
"U we have any quarrel with the
'share t he wealth bovs.'" Jay C.
Hormel said, "It Is that we do not
want to del<'aatc thHt work, we are
doing that Job ourselves."
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There arc so many nice things to
be said about this senior we have
chosen this week to describe to you,
we hardly know how to begin. First
though, she lives in Ayres, and is,
perhaps, the most prominent resident of that hall. She is a blond of
medium height, and has a personality that is d ifferent in a way that
is impossible to explain. Iler home
town is in Illinois and one frequently sees her occupying th<' next highest seat on the Student Board. Need
we say more?

"To See Ourselve3
A s Others See Us"
The new Lindenwood College
Viewbook, just published, excels the
bulletins of previous years in many
ways. It is finished in a soft powder blue and lettered In white. The
first page is d0voted to a short general history of LI ndenwood, stating
the ideals of the school, along w ith
its high scholastic standing. The
fields al'ou nd which courses of study
might be planned ar e listed, also
degrees, cc1·tlfic,ltcs, ancl diplomas
that arc awarded.
The photography Is excellent, including campus scenes, dormitory
views, both Inside anct out, the
library, classrooms, and informal
pictures of student groups. Ranking first among the portraits in the
view book are those• or Or. a nd Mrs.
Roemer.
Portraits of La Verne
Rowe, Martha Roberts, and Jean
McFarland arc included in the
booklet.
One page is dcvolC'd lo pictures of
in teresting things lo be seen In St.
Louis and the last page of the viewbook ends with a pictu!'e of the
Lambda Chi pin, stating that each
student of Lind<'nwooct ls given a
friendship pin and ls permitted to
wear it as a token that she has subscribed to the ideals o( the college.

STRAND THEATRE
TUESDAY- WEDNEROAV Fe b. 1., 2
Jeanette MacDona ld Nelson Eddy
in
"FIREFLY"
THURSDA V, Fehruary 3rd.
Marlene Di0t rich Herbert Marshall
In

"ANGEi /'

Jack Randnll, Ringing Cowboy
in
·'DANGER VALLEY"
F RI .-SAT, Fflh. Ith and 5th
Carole Lomharct FredC'rlc March
in
·'NO'rJUNO S ACRE D''

MONDAY. Febrnory 7th.
Wendy B,rrlc Kent Taylor
in
"GIRL WI'l'D IDEAS"
-also -

Rita Hiwwoort ChA rles Quigley
in
"THE GAME THAT fUU S"
TUES.-WED., F e b. 811\, 9th

in

Errol F lynn- .Joan Olondcll
" 'l'HE PF.Rl'i'E ('T SPECIMEN"
THUltSDAV, F e b. 10:h .
Kay Francis In
"Fll{.."lT 1..ADV"

als()

Wa1•11er Ouland

In

" Ch arlie C'han a t i-tonte Cu r io' '

FRl-··liA1 ., f"l'h. 11th, 12th.
Alice Fay- George Murphy
Ken Murray
in "YOU'RE A SWEE'l'HEART"
MONDAY, FEB. 14th.
Anna Neagle Wan·cn Hull
in "A BRIDE l·'OR HENRY"
- also Bob Baker, Singing Cowboy
in
"COURAGE OF THE WEST"

8
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If it 's too cold to
come down . . . .

Dr. and Mrs. Roeme1'
Return

J ust Call 677

l!:<l11C'afi<111nl m ec-tlng.. n lte mlc-ll
Dr. and Mrs. Roemer hav<> r<'•
turned from n week's visit In Ch:cago. They stopped at the Palmer
House• while Or. Roemer attended
l'lcvc-t·al educntional m0ctings, among
which were those of the Association
o! American Colleges and the Presbyt<'rian College' Union. :Mrs. RoemC'l' enjoyNI a visit wllh Lindenwoorl's Mrs. Wenger, whom she entertained at luncheon.
At the mc•c•ting o! the repi·t.•sentatiH·s of the Presb)·t<'rian College
Union, a vote was passNl in fuvor ot
a th ree-year campa Jgn Lo t·aisc•
$10,000,000 ro1· 54 Presbylerlan collcgt's and universities. The• campaign, authorized by the General
Assembly of the
Presbytt'rian
Church, will l>t' under the general
dh'('('tion of John H. Finley, editor
of the :\le\\ York Times, and Dr.
Arthur H. Compton o! the University of Chieugo, and sectional dirl'clors will be- the ('Ollcge presidents
of tlw 54 schools.
rn connection with the P1·c•sbyterian cit-Ive, It may be mentioned that
during the years of the recent de11n•sslon Lindc-nwood College- was
one• of a v<'ry f<'w schools under
Pt·c•sbyteriun j urisdlctlon that sucC<'<'CINi in operating without a loss,
:met h'ld no d<'bt.

Dance in Swiss Village
,Junior -, E n tertain

The junior class entertain<'d with
a date dance Saturday evening,
Junual'y 15, at 8:30 o'clock In the
gymnasium o! Buller Hall. A scene
of a Swiss village with skiers and
sno" y mountains was the very
erf<'ctlve setting. Al 11 o'clock, a
hug<' snowball hanging from the cell
ing in the center o! the room was
tiltl'd and thou~nds of small Imitation snowballs fell from It. A b1ie!
snow ball fight followed.
Al the door receiving the girls and
thC'lr escorts, was Jean McFarland,
p1·c•sldent of the class, who was
dressed semi-formally in black vel
wt. The sleeves were long and had
curfs of bla<'k fur. She wore a gold
sequin flower In her shining black
hair, and gold sandals.
There wer<' three hundred couples
in attenctanc<' who were chaperoned
by the class sponsor, Miss Gordon;
her escort ; Dr. Benson and Dr. Betz.
Miss Gordon was attired in a chi!!on
gown of gray over a C<'rlse slip with
th<' two tones combined In the
shouldPr straps. The skirt fell in a
soft flowing short train. At the
waist in the front, was placed a
huge corsage o! red roses, prcS<'nted
to h<'r by th<' class. Dr. Benson
wore a brown velvet forma I. It
was accented by a largC' gold buckle
on the belt, and gold accessories.
Faculty guests who were In at•
tt•nclance W<'rC' Dr. Gipson a ncl Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson.
Miss Veld11 Wagner had a d<'ligh tful birthday par ty recently, celebrating h<'r twenty-third birthday. It
was a dinnc>r party at the Chase
Hotc>I in St. Louis. The centcrpl!'cc
was of yellow roses a nd daffodils.
Thc1·e were fourteen presPn t, most
of whom were out-of-town friends.
8verybody Is very happy to see
A lie<' Belding back a t school after
an ub~ncc o! two weeks. Alke was
vt'ry seriously ill with a throat ln!e('tlon, but sh<' is !ccllng much better now.

f.lM·MN

We deliver r ight
t o your H all.

HONING
DEPT. STORE
Eagle StampsYour Xtra Savings

EE US FOR
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

The girls wh() modeled In th<' Nelly Don style Bhow arc mi follows
from left to right. Harriet Hall, Betty Faxon, Marg, l'<.'t Edglnt!ton, Imogene Stroh, Imogt•n, Him;ch, Geraldine Weiss, &lra Margaret Wi.l's,
La VernP Rowe, Constance Schwm~1.kopf. Seat<'d arc: Cnrolyn McC.:01 mick,
MC'rilyn MacFarlan<I, a nd Eleanor Finley.

TABLE & STA."'l'D LAMPS
LIGHT BULBS

------------------

Modeling for "Nelly Don"

Miss Ell1.abeth Goodenow, a rl'p
n•sentatlw of Lhc Nc•lly Don D PSS
Manufacturing Company, and a
former LlndPnwood student, dlr<'c~c I
a style show in Roc•mer auditorium
t\londay, J a nuary 17, ut 6:30 o'clock
Students modeled the dresses which
wc•re duplicated Irorn the originals
with which Nell Donnelly slnrlNl
hPr career as a designer, and also
styles up to the shorter skirt year
In 1928, also present styles.
Nell Donnelly, who Is now Mrs.
James A. Reed, Is a graduate of
Llndenwood, and each year sponsot'l
a contest here !or all students who
have any knowledge of sewing and
cl<'slgnin~. To enter the contest, the
girl must rtt'slgn and make hc•r own
dress, ancl 'lend it to the Nelly Don
Company 10 be Juclgc>d by sel:icte l
Judges. The prizes to be awarde:I
nre: first, $25; li<'COnd, S15; anJ
third, $10.
Students who modrled the drer-ses
u1·(': Harriet Hall, Betty Fa»on,
\fargaret Edgington, Imogene Stroh,
Imogene Hinsch, C:Praldinc Weiss,
Sam Marg-aret Willis, La Verne
nowc, Com;tance Schwarzkopf, Carolyn McCormick, Merilyn Maerar•
land, and F.leanor Finley.

Freshman Tea
For Senior Class
The frl'shman tea in honor of the
senior class was hC'ld from 4 o'clcck
until 6, Thursday, January 13, In th<'
library club rooms. Guests were
greeted by freshman class officers.
Although thC're was no planned program, music was played du ring the
tea by Sarn Phillips and Nell<' Motl<•y.
Refreshments consisted of
white cake and icing with a y<'llow
"38" written on the top; coilcc, tea,
mints, and nuts were served. Dr.
Dawson nnd Dr. Gipson pou r<'d the
tt•a, asslstE'd by Miss Anderson and
Sue Smith.
Or. Gipson's costume was a dark
blue velvet with rhinestones arourn:I
the neckline and matchi ng accessories. Dr. Dawson wore a black
t're>pe shirt-waist style dress with a
Cringed bodice.
The freshman president, Mary Dillon, wore a brigh t blue satin dress
with a gold lame yoke; she wore
gold slippers. Sue Smith, president
of the senior class, was dressed In
black velvet trimm('d In black fur.
Miss And<.'rson was dressed In a darl<

RADIOS

Music Studentq
Display Fh:e T :lent

Six students In th(' music departmcmt pre~ent~•d a recital on Thur/"
day morning, January 11. First on
the progrrm wns '.\Iild <'cl J'1'h'
Bryant, who playl'd with !eel'n~
Sonata, A na t major, Op. 26, l>farcia
tunebrc, by Bcr.lhOVPn . The gJo~m
of the funeral march was displayed
through the strong base tonC's.
Bernadette Fehlman next pla ye I
PrE'luclc and Fugue, B flat major,
W.T.C. Book l , No. 21, hy B:ic-h.
This piece, which requl"E'cl much
technique to play, was well-clone.
The third number on the program
w;:,c; t"ore mo1c•rn than th(' two pr<'ceding ones. Wanda Irma Gott!
gave a b:-autiful Interpretation of
Sous Bois, by Victor Staub Her
tones wPre soft and clear.
The voice pre::.cntatlon by Maxine
Bucklew was very well rec<'lvcd. In
her lovely voice, she sang ThP
Snirit'c; Song, by Haydn , nnd Take
Joy Home, by Bo.ssett. She san ~
with good tonn quality and much
volume.
Margar<'t Anne McCoid displayed
fine abi!ily in two contrasting types
of piano selections. Choral MeJ-,dy
<Komm, susser Tod), by Bich-Kelberine was very slow and s~lemn;
Valse clc Concer t, D fla t major, by
Wienlawskl, was br illian t.
Mary Ahmann reniered !\ ,·e, >/
good p.?rtormance o! the cllfficult
rwo Etudcs by Chopin, Op. 2:5. No.
6, G sharp m inor, and Op. 10, No. 8,
F Major. T here was a definite c:m•
trast between th<.' two piece's.

Let Us Do Your Repair Work

Floyd Reeves Electric
Appliance Store
186 N. ~lain
Phone
443

I.·~• . .

blue velvet and chiffon outfit.
Small mum corsages were given to
the faculty members, seniors, and
those receiving.
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Quality Has No
Subs titute ... ..
Quality in Everything In

Charles E. Meyer's
Rexall Drug Store

I..:'.~: :.:~:::.:.~~::.:.~~ ~
•-I
Be It in Prescriptions, Dmgs
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AHMANN'S
NEWS STAND
EVERYBODY'S GE'l"l'ING
FASmON CONSCIOUS!

Now that the weather Is getting so balmy you don't wa nt
to be caught without some a t•
tractive Spring Clothes to wear
Braufman's has the Coatsthe Suits- the Ensembles-and
the Dresses at the most a ttractive prices.

BRAUFMA,.'S
We Give and Redeem
Eagle Stamps!

Yellow
Cab
Phone 133

